OF JOHN AUBREY
The Royal Society " for the promoting of Physico-Mathematicall-
Experimentall Learning " had developed from that small Philosophical!
Clubbe at Oxford, which has been mentioned before and which had
been transferred to London about 1658. They mett, says Aubrey, at
the Bull-head Taverne in Cheapside, till it grew to big for a Clubb. The
first beginning of the "Royal Society (where they putt discourse in paper and
brought it to use) was in the Chamber of William Ball, Esqr., eldest son of
Sir Peter Ball of Devon, in the Middle Temple. They had meetings at Taverns
before, but 'twas here where it formally and in good earnest sett up : and so
they came to Gresham Co Hedge parlour.
The importance of this foundation cannot be over-emphasised.
For the specialist was not yet born, and in the childhood of science
it was still possible, as Aubrey has shown in his Natural! Historic of
Wiltshire, to produce a new intellectual value without having to acquire
skill and without troubling to acquaint oneself with a great deal of
accumulated knowledge. I have heard Sr Will Davenant say, Aubrey
noted, that Witt did seem to be the easiest thing in the World, for when it
is delivered, it appeares so naturall, that every one thinks he could have sayd the
same : this of his. may also be applied to Inventions and Discoveries.
The existing body of knowledge about trade and the sciences
was so small in the seventeenth century that some of their discoveries
do seem childishly simple.   Sir Paul Neale sayd, that in the Bishoprick
of Durham is a Coalery, which by reason of the dampes ther did so frequently
kill the Workemen (sometimes three or four in a Moneth} that he could make
little or nothing out of it.   It happened one time, that the workemen being
merry with drink fell to play with fire-brands* and to throw live-coales at
one another by the head of the Pitt, where they usually have fires.   It fortuned
that a fire-brand fell into the bottome of the Pitt: where at there proceeded
such a noise as if it had been a Gun : they likeing the Sport, threw down more
fire-brands and there followed the like noise, for severall times, and at length
it ceased.    They went to work after, and were free from Damps, so having
by good chance found out this Experiment, they doe now every morning throw-
down some Coales, and they work as securely as in any other Mines.   But
these improvements were not always accidental:   before I leave this
Towne, Aubrey wrote of his friend Robert Hooke, I will gett of him a
catalogue of what he hath wrote ;  and as much of bis Inventions as I can.
But they are many hundreds ;  he believes not fewer than a thousand.   Nor
were his other friends less ingenious : ruled copy books, mathematical
symbols,  even drogues  (Memorandum Dr.  Wilkins his notion of an
Umbrella-like invention for retarding a ship when shee drives in a storme),
were invented by Aubrey's immediate circle, but perhaps the most
fruitful suggestion of all was made by Sir Edward Ford, who writt
no Books, but two or three Pamphletts of a sheet or so.   One was an ingeniose
proposal! of a publique^ Banke, as I remember, for the easy raysing of money
and to avoyd the piping Usurers and to promote trade.   Aubrey himself
was not behindhand in these matters : Let a Ginne bee invented, he said,
to shatter out Corne by jogging in stead of soweing or setting, the one being
too wastfull, the other too troublesome and taking up too much time : and that
the soweing and harroweing may bee but one and the same labour: and besides
this invention, he was working out a phonetic alphabet with Andrew
Paschal (which some persons looks upon as a Whim wham:  but if it be
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